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Noise improves three-dimensional perception: Stochastic resonance and other impacts of nois
to the perception of autostereograms

T. Ditzinger,1 M. Stadler,2 D. Strüber,2 and J. A. S. Kelso1
1Program in Complex Systems and Brain Sciences, Center for Complex Systems, Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, Florid

2Institute of Psychology and Cognition Research, University of Bremen, D-28334 Bremen, Germany
~Received 8 March 2000!

Autostereograms can be perceived in different well-defined spatial levels. Therefore they are an excellent
tool with which to examine spatiotemporal processes of multistable three-dimensional perception. We study
properties of spatial ambiguity such as phase transitions between different spatial levels and hysteresis in
perception with and without noise. We show that the perception of physical noise—which is added to the
autostereograms in the form of a random dot pattern—is dependent on the perceived spatial level. We dem-
onstrate that noise can be helpful for the perception of depth in some cases. We show that the signal-to-noise
ratio of depth perception is enhanced at an intermediate level of noise strength that is the signature of stochastic
resonance in depth perception.

PACS number~s!: 87.19.Bb, 87.19.Dd, 02.50.Fz, 42.30.Sy
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I. INTRODUCTION

We explore the use of autostereograms as an alterna
tool to use to understand spatiotemporal processes of d
perception. The recognition process of autostereograms
excellent technique to use to explore the dynamics of a
biguous depth perception, including memory effects in
brain. Autostereograms can produce a whole cascad
phase transitions between different perceptual statess. The
physical reason for this different three-dimensional~3D!
state is the ambiguity of the stereoscopic corresponde
problem in autostereograms connected to their special
sign.

Autostereograms are a way of encoding 3D information
two-dimensional~2D! pictures in the form of computer gen
erated patterns of colored dots@1–3#. At a first glance, these
patterns appear as meaningless structures. After a certai
servation time, a 3D pattern suddenly becomes visible i
strikingly perceptual transition. In Fig. 1~a!, an example of
an autostereogram designed for our experiment is prese
After some time of observing a flat, periodic random d
pattern, a 3D rose suddenly becomes visible.

The human skill of depth perception is a consequence
two different horizontally shifted locations of the two eye
The 3D world is therefore projected as two different pictu
on the retinae. The horizontal difference of the projections
each detail of the 3D structure is calleddisparity. Julesz@4#
showed that this disparity information alone is sufficient
perceive depth. In his so-calledrandom dot stereograms, he
used a pair of random dot pictures with encoded depth in
mation.

In autostereograms, the horizontal length of the rand
dot pictures is diminished and therefore so is their distan
The smaller the size of the pictures, the more often they
be repeated horizontally. Therefore the stability of 3D p
ception is enhanced. This was already studied on the
called wallpaper pattern illusion, which was first found in
1844 @5# by watching a wallpaper pattern in a horizonta
repeated sequence. All the repetitive patterns of the wal
PRE 621063-651X/2000/62~2!/2566~10!/$15.00
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per looked the same. Therefore the two eyes can fuse m
different combinations of patterns. This leads to differe
perceived disparities and illusory depths. In the wallpa
illusion, the stereoscopic correspondence problem thus
comes ambiguous in the extreme. It has been shown
there is an clarifying effect with regard to the ambiguo
wallpaper illusion. The perceptual system prefers the s
with the smaller disparity@6#.

Autostereograms consist of random dot stereograms w
a certain number of repetitions. Therefore they genera
and combine the wallpaper illusion effect and the random
stereograms. As soon as there are more than two repetit
the 3D perception gets ambiguous, and it depends on
fixation points of the two eyes. There is an optimum repe
tive design of autostereograms, because a compromise h
be made between two different factors. In order to ease
stereoscopic viewing conditions, the horizontal distance
tween the repetitive random dot patterns has to be mad
small as possible. On the other hand it cannot become
small because of a decreasing 3D resolution.

The encoding scheme of depth is based on the dispa

FIG. 1. Example of an autostereogram.~a! ~left!: Intermediate
period lengths (p5100 pixel); the stereoscopic states51 is fa-
vored. ~b! ~right!: The same autostereogram with a smaller per
length (p550 pixel): the states52 is favored, after looking to~a!
first.
2566 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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maps of the objects. Such a disparity map is shown in F
2~a!, which is the solution of Fig. 1~a!. The depth of each
part of the 3D structure is encoded in the gray values of
assigned pixel of the depth map as a byte field. The ba
ground is black with the gray value of 0 and the foregrou
is white with the gray value of 256.

Autostereograms have to be viewed in a special ste
scopic way. The fixation of the two eyes has to decoup
each eye has to fixate on horizontally different location
the paper plane. The horizontal distanceD of these fixation
locations determines the spatial perception of the autoste
gram. Autostereograms have a repetitive geometry of ve
cal stripes with a horizontal period lengthp. Therefore the
following relation holds

D5sp, ~1!

with s5...,22,21,0,1,2,3,... denoting multiples of the hor
zontal period length. Therefore 3D perception becomes
tremely ambiguous. In general, two different ways of ster
scopic viewing of autostereograms exist:

~i! Uncrossing the eyes (s,0). The left eye focuses on
pattern on the left and the right eye on a pattern more to
right. This more relaxing viewing technique enforces a thr
dimensional perceptionbehindthe paper plane.

~ii ! Crossing the eyes (s.0). Here the left eye focuses o
a pattern to the right and the right eye focuses on a pat
more to the left. Therefore a three-dimensional object is p
ceivedin front of the paper.

II. CONTROL OF AUTOSTEREOGRAM VISION

A. Classification of different 3D percepts

During the initial phase of viewing an autostereogram,
trivial perception of a flat, meaningless surface of rand
dots is dominant. This visual states may be classified bys
50. After some further observation time, varying from pe
son to person~from seconds to years!, a transition of percep-
tion occurs and a different 3D aspect can be seen.

Looking at Fig. 1~a! the most probable 3D aspect is th
perception of a single 3D rose, as shown in Fig. 2~a!. To get
this perception, our visual system uncrosses the eyes in

FIG. 2. Disparity map of Fig. 1. The depth of the object
indicated by brightness.~a! ~left!: Disparity map in 3D of Fig. 1~a!.
~b! ~left!: Demonstration of the perceived 3D structure in the s
reoscopic states52 in Fig. 1~b! obtained after looking at Fig. 1~a!
first. This is not a used disparity map, and serves only for dem
stration purposes. The disparity map for all autostereograms wa
map shown in~a!.
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a way that the horizontal shift from the left image to the rig
image is approximately one period lengthp of the repetitive
pattern. The background depth is even exactly one pe
length. This stereoscopic perceptual state can be classifie
s51.

Different 3D aspects can be seen by uncrossing the e
even more. The 3D background impression becomes de
and in the foreground different 3D ghost images beco
apparent. This is caused by stereoscopic fusion of distan
D on the screen of two or more period lengths, which
denoted by the perceptual statess52,3, . . . . Thecases
52 can be studied in a convenient way by looking at F
1~b! after looking at Fig. 1~a! first. Figure 1~b! is designed
with half of the period length of Fig. 1~a!, which automati-
cally leads to the perceptions52. The appearing 3D struc
ture is similar to the pattern depicted in Fig. 2~b!. It shows
two identical 3D roses intersecting with each other spatia
which produces the impression of ghost pictures. While
trunks do not interact with each other, in the intersection
the two roses a ghost picture of a third rose can be seen in
middle foreground. On the other hand, if you look at F
1~b! without looking at Fig. 1~a! first, you may still see the
single roses51, which demonstrates the ambiguity of Fi
1~b!. The crossed eyes cases are classified identically
negative values ofs521,22, . . . . Theeffect of ambiguity
and the occurrence of ghost pictures for visual states w
usu>2 was simulated recently by means of a synergetic co
puter @7#.

B. Control parameters of 3D perception

Here we ask the following questions: Which factors of t
experimental design can clarify which ambiguous spa
statess and how? Can the process of the perception of spa
statess be influenced and controlled from the outside? A
which of these so-called control parameters causes switc
among percepts? In our experiments, the impacts of diffe
control parameters on the dynamical process of depth
ception of subjects are studied as well as properties of
induced phase transitions in their perception. We show
the bias of the perceptss can be changed by changing th
design of the autostereograms. There is a variety of poss
candidates influencing the stereoscopic correspondence p
lem and the perception of autostreograms. Possible con
parameters are the brightness, the tilt, the location on
visual field, the amount of structure, or the intensity of
additional color pattern. All these factors can potentially
ther disturb or enforce different statess of depth perception.
In our experiments, the influence of probably the two m
important control parameters of stereoscopic perception
be studied, namely, period lengthp and noise strengthQ.

1. Horizontal period length p of the repetitive stripes

The period lengthp of the repetitive patterns in pixels i
expected to be an ideal parameter to control 3D perceptio
autostereograms, because it directly influences the verg
anglef of the two eyes. The lines of sight of the two ey
for a plane 3D background pattern intersect with the scr
plane at anchoring points with a horizontal assignment d
tance ofD5ps. For a subject in a viewing distanced to the
screen and a interpupillary distancede , the following geo-
metric relation holds:
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f52 arctanS de2ps

2d D . ~2!

The smaller the period lengthp is chosen, the larger is th
vergence anglef, and vice versa. The lower limit for th
vergence anglef is given by physical restrictions of th
geometry of the autostereogram. The upper limit off is
determined by viewing the screen surface (s50) with fu
52 arctan(de /2d). It is a reasonable guess that there is
favored parameter range of vergence anglef between these
limits for every subject. The more the actual vergence an
is different from this range, the more uncomfortable are
viewing conditions for the subjects. If this is true, the 3
perceptss are biased and influenced by the period lengthp,
and the perception of the subjects may be changed to di
ent perceptss. An increase ofp therefore should favor a
decrease ofs and vice versa andp should serve as a contro
parameter of depth perception.

2. Randomness of the surface structure

Random noise may be added to the autostereogram
tern in the form of a random mask. In our experimen
setup, the strength of noiseQ could be changed fromQ50
~no noise! to Q51 ~maximum noise!. A noise strength of
Q50.5 means that 50% of the pixels of the autostereog
pattern are assigned to a random gray/color value. By ad
increasing random noise on the autostereogram, the visib
of the stereoscopic structure decreases. As preliminary
periments showed, the 3D visibility is also dependent on
perceptual states. This means that the higher the perceptu
states, the better the visibility of the 3D structure. It is re
sonable to assume that there is a minimum individual visi
ity necessary for the 3D recognition for each subject.
soon as this threshold value is reached, the percepts should
become very difficult or impossible to recognize. Therefo
the depth perception is biased, which leads to higher state
s with a better 3D visibility. This means that the strength
random noise should serve as a control parameter of d
perception.

C. Experimental methods

The autostereograms were presented to the subjects
computer screen with a horizontal resolution of 1000 pixe
The display was selected as black and white. The distand
of the subjects to the screen and interpupillary distancesde
were measured. In the course of the experiment, two dif
ent objects were used: the rose as shown in Fig. 1 an
configuration of two rabbits. The impacts of the two cont
parameters period lengthp and the strength of noiseQ on the
3D perception of subjects were studied in four different e
periments. The parameter values of the period lengths of
repetitive stripes were changed from a minimump56 pixels
to a maximump5566 pixels and the values of noise streng
Q were changed fromQ50 to Q50.4. The values of the
control parameters were changed in the course of time. E
autostereogram was displayed for a given duration on
screen, which was controlled by a computer program. T
spatial perceptionss of the subjects were recorded. Therefo
the subjects had to press different buttons of the comp
mouse with their right index finger.
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D. Subjects

Subjects included four people~two male, two female!
with a proven ability to detect 3D structure in autostere
grams. The interpupillary distances of the subjects were m
sured. The subjects were placed at a comfortable view
distance from the computer screen. Subjects 1, 2, and 4 w
seated 71 cm from the screen, subject 3 was seated
distance of 56 cm.

III. EXPERIMENT 1: REACTION TIMES
WITHOUT NOISE

A. Motivation

Is the recognition of a special percepts enforced by pre-
senting an autostereogram with a special period lengthp?
What is the relation between the period lengthp and the
reaction times of the subjects to recognize a 3D percept?
does this reaction time depend on the individually perceiv
state of depths? If the answer is yes, reaction times can
seen as a measure for the bias induced by the period len
to the different perceptual alternativess. To answer these
questions in this experiment, the reaction times of the s
jects watching autostereograms with different period leng
p were recorded and studied.

B. Methods and procedure

Two different kinds of autostereograms were presente
the subjects in two different sets of trials. In the first set,
3D stimulus presented consisted of two rabbits. In the sec
set, the stimulus object was a rose, as in Fig. 1. Each
consisted of four identical trials. In each of the trials,
patterns with randomly changing period lengthsp, and there-
fore different stereoscopic depths, were presented to the
jects. As soon as a stereoscopic perceptionsÞ0 occurred,
the subjects had to indicate it by pressing the left mo
button with their right index finger. The reaction times we
measured and recorded. The subjects had to identify t
perceived spatial states by pressing the mouse button a se
ond time. Pressing the left mouse button indicates the sim
depth perceptions51, the middle mouse button indicatess
52, and the right mouse button indicates higher states
>3. The maximum presentation time of each autostereog
was limited to 15 sec. In the short pause between the pre
tation of two autostereograms, a neutral 2D masking pict
was presented and the subjects were asked to concentra
the screen surface. The period lengths were in the rang
6<p<406 in an exponentially weighted distribution. Ther
fore more of the interesting smaller values ofp were pre-
sented. Another reason was to avoid frequent occurrence
patterns with very high period lengths, which were very t
ing for the subjects. The random sequence ofp was produced
by a random number generator and stored on a file. This
was presented during each set of the experiment, twice
forward direction and twice in a backward direction, and
was the same for each subject.

C. Results

We took the average over the four trials for the tw
stimuli and for each of the subjects. The averaging proced
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FIG. 3. Averaged reaction times in seconds over four trials for four subjects (s1, subject 1;s2, subject 2;s3, subject 3;s4, subject 4! and
two different autostereogram patterns. Upper panel: rabbits pattern; lower panel: rose pattern. The reaction times are depicted
natural logarithm of the period lengthp of the presented autostereogram in pixels. The solid line represents thes51 perceptual state, the
dashed line the states52, and the dotted line the states>3. A curve element of the percepts is only dotted if in at least two of the trials
the same percepts was identified. The vertical bars indicate the limits of stereoscopic perception.
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was done as follows. For each value of the period length f
different reaction times were recorded. They were avera
individually for different spatial statess, if there were at leas
two results for the same states. The results for the four
subjects and the two stimuli are shown in Fig. 3.

The measured reaction times are depicted versus the
riod lengthsp on a logarithmic scale. It can be clearly se
that the behavior of the measured reaction times was in
pendent of stimulus type. All the subjects had reaction ti
curves in a typicalu-shape from when plotted versusp. A
minimum reaction timeTmin is reached in an intermediat
area betweenp560 andp5140 pixels. The reaction time
vary from subject to subject, and they are an indicator of
skill of stereoscopic perception as already known from st
ies with random dot stereograms, e.g.,@8#. The results for the
four subjects (s1,s2,s3,s4) and the two stimuli~stimulus 1:
rabbit pattern, stimulus 2: rose pattern! can be seen in Table
I. The average minimum reaction timesTmin and the average
reaction timeŝT& in seconds are presented, as well as th
standard deviations~SD! in seconds.Tmin is averaged over
the four trials and̂T& is averaged over the 50 stimuli of eac
of the four trials.

The results of the reaction times are discriminated in F
3 in different curves for different perceptss. The solid line
indicates the reaction times of the simple stereoscopic
ceptions51, which was observed in the widest parame
range of period lengths. For higher period lengthsp, the
reaction times increased and at some point no depth coul

TABLE I. Average minimum reaction timesTmin and average
reaction timeŝT& in seconds and their standard deviations~SD! for
the four subjects (s1,s2,s3,s4) and two stimuli~Stimulus 1, rab-
bits pattern; Stimulus 2, rose pattern!.

Subject Stimulus 1 Stimulus 2 Stimulus 1 Stimulus

Tmin SD Tmin SD ^T& SD ^T& SD
s1 1.12 0.13 0.92 0.18 5.21 0.78 5.14 0.4
s2 0.78 0.02 0.84 0.08 4.07 0.16 4.19 0.4
s3 0.70 0.03 0.69 0.05 5.59 0.53 6.24 0.3
s4 1.08 0.09 0.83 0.11 8.36 1.43 9.32 0.8
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perceived anymore. The transition points of the per
lengths in pixels of fading 3D perception are presented
Table II for the four subjects and the two stimuli.

In Fig. 3, the transition from the perceptions51 to no
depth perceptions50 is indicated by the vertical bar at th
high end of the period length spectrum. The bar indicates
lowest period lengthp where the subject in two or more o
the trials was in the states50. At the lower end of the period
length range, other perceptual states were dominant. This
be seen by the existence of the dashed line, which indic
the perceptual states52. At the intersectionI 21, between
the solid and the dotted lines, the autostereogram beco
ambiguous. This interaction is located on different peri
lengths for the different subjects again. For even smaller v
ues of p another intersectionI 32 to the perceptual statess
>3 appears, followed by another threshold behavior:
three-dimensional resolution and information gets lost a
the reaction times increase until the object becomes invisi
This transition point is indicated by the vertical bar at t
high end of the period length spectrum.

D. Discussion

The results of Experiment 1 clearly demonstrate that th
is an ambiguous 3D perception in all subjects. The recor
reaction times are dependent on the size of the prese
period lengthsp and serve as a measure for the bias of
individual perceptual alternativess. As Fig. 3 shows, the
period lengthp serves as a control parameter for the perc

TABLE II. Transition points of period length in pixels indicat
ing disappearing 3D perception for the four subjects (s2,s2,s3,s4)
and two stimuli~Stimulus 1, rabbit pattern; Stimulus 2, rose pa
tern!.

Subject Transition~pixel! Transition~pixel!

Stimulus 1 Stimulus 2
s1 304 304
s2 353 357
s3 353 340
s4 243 212
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FIG. 4. Hysteresis curves of the four subjects, averaged over four runs. The states of spatial perceptions(t) are depicted versus the perio
lengthp in pixels. The cases of increasing period length are indicated by the solid lines; decreasing period length cases are indica
dashed lines. A remarkable hysteresis effect is visible. In the case of increasingp, a cascade of perceptual transitions occurs. In the cas
decreasingp there is only one transition visible, because the hysteresis of the states51 is so strong that no higher statess occurred.
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tion of the different spatial alternativess. Higher values ofp
bias 3D perception to smaller values ofs and vice versa. This
relation opens up further experiments, such as the stud
hysteresis in Experiment 2. In Fig. 3, each percepts has a
typical u-shape reaction time curve with a different min
mum at the favored disparity range of each subject. The
tersections between the individual reaction time curves
termine the parameter rangesp of unbiased ambiguity
between the percepts. This knowledge about the range
ambiguity for each subject is important for the design of
more complicated experimental architecture of the stocha
resonance effect in Experiment 4.

IV. EXPERIMENT 2: PHASE TRANSITIONS
AND HYSTERESIS

A. Motivation

Fender and Julesz@9# found a large amount of hystersis
the perception of random dot stereograms. Is this hyster
also present in the perception of autostereograms? Doe
hysteresis depend on the size of the horizontal period len
p of an autostereogram? And can changes in the sizep
induce phase transitions or even a cascade of phase tr
tions in the 3D perception of the subjects? To decide th
questions in detail, we designed an experiment showing
tostereograms with continuously changing period lengthsp.

B. Methods and procedure

In our experiment, the period lengthp is changed by a
continuous increase or decrease. Preliminary measurem
showed a very strong effect of hysteresis. Therefore the
rameter range for the period lengthp was extended to 6<p
<566 pixels. The experimental setup was as follows: T
rabbit stimulus was presented to the same four subject
another day with the same viewing distance and illuminat
background. The experiment was divided in two differe
of

-
e-
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e
tic
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e

u-

nts
a-

e
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n
t

trials. In each trial, the period lengthp was first increased
step by step fromp56 to p5566 pixels in an exponentia
scale with 100 different values ofp. Then, in the opposite
way, the period lengths were diminished again fromp
5566 back top56. This cycle was repeated four times
both trials. In the first trial, the pictures were presented
continuously as possible, only restricted by a delay time
0.6 sec because of computer speed. In the second trial
pictures were shown as a slide show with an additional pa
of 1.0 sec for each picture. The results for the two trials w
averaged over the four cycles. The subjects reported e
change of their spatial perception by pressing the button
the mouse. They indicated their new states of spatial perc
tion by s51, left mouse button;s52, middle mouse button
s53 or s50, right mouse button.

C. Results

The average over the four cycles was taken for each s
ject and trial. The results are shown in Fig. 4 for the fo
different subjects in the continuous trial. The results of t
second trial with the paused presentation were very sim
and are not presented. In Fig. 4, the development of
perceptss(t) is plotted for each subject as a function
period length in pixels. The solid line describes the perc
tual changes as a function of an increase in the control
rameter period length, the dashed line of a decrease in pe
length. For each of the subjects, a cascade of percep
switches froms53 to s52 to s51 to no depth perception
(s50) can be seen in the solid curves for increasing per
lengths. These switches take place in a striking and sud
change of spatial perception. The dashed curves show
development of spatial perception in the case of decrea
period lengths. Starting at the highest period length of 5
pixels the perception stays constant ats50 until transitions
to s51 in the range 210–270 pixels take place. Notice
difference of this transition points to the opposite transitio
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FIG. 5. The impact of noise to the perception times for one typical subject (s1) viewing the rose pattern. As in Fig. 3, the reaction tim
in seconds, are plotted versus the period lengthp in logarithmic scale. The solid line represents the states51, the dashed lines52, and the
dotted lines>3. The vertical bars again indicate the limits of 3D vision. The strength of noiseQ is increased from the left to the right figur
from Q50.1 to 0.2 to 0.3 and to 0.4. As can be seen, the results are shifted to higher period lengths.
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indicated by the solid lines froms51 to s50, which are in
the range 305–545 pixels. This shows the persistence
given percept over a large parameter range is dependen
the direction of period length change. This remarkable h
teresis effect can also be seen in the fact that none of
subjects showed a transition from the states51 to s52
when the period length was decreased further. This can
seen in the lack of the statess52 for the dashed lines. Th
states51 was stable for all the subjects until very sm
sizes ofp. Then the resolution gets too small and no spa
perception is possible any more, which is denoted bys53.

D. Discussion

The results of our experiment show that the period len
p of an autostereogram serves as a control parameter o
perception. By changing the size of the period length,
different perceptss are biased, which enables and contro
impressive phase transitions of perception. These phase
sitions show a remarkable effect of hysteresis. Therefore
parameter range of the period length had to be extended
the maximum size ofp5406 pixels in Experiment 1 top
5566 in Experiment 2. The strong hysteresis effect help
subjects to retain their stereoscopic perceptions51 until ex-
treme period lengths and viewing angles by increasingp.
The knowledge of the amount of hysteresis in certain par
eter ranges for each subject will be helpful for the design
Experiment 4 to study properties of stochastic resonance

V. EXPERIMENT 3: REACTION TIMES WITH NOISE

A. Motivation

What is the role of noise in the depth perception of a
tostereograms? Can noise play a helpful role in 3D perc
tion or is it only disturbing the visibility of the pattern? Ca
noise serve as a control parameter of perception? And, if
how does it interact with the control parameter of peri
length? These questions are studied in Experiment 3. N
autostereograms with different period lengths and differ
strengths of noise are presented to subjects and their rea
times are recorded.

B. Methods and procedure

The experimental setup is the same as in Experimen
The same set of patterns with the same random period le
are presented with additional statistical noise on the patte
The same four subjects were asked to indicate the onse
their 3D perception by clicking the left mouse button. T
3D stimulus was the rose. At the onset of 3D perception,
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subjects had to press the left mouse button and the reac
time was recorded. The subjects indicated their statess of
perception as usual (s51; left mousebutton;s52, middle
button;s>3, right button!. The maximum presentation tim
of each autostereogram was again limited to 15 sec.
experiment consisted of four trials with different strengths
noise. The noise was increased in equidistant steps from
to 40 % of noise. A noise level of 10 % means that 10 %
the dots of the autostereogram are determined by a ran
distribution.

C. Results

The results for a typical subject (s1) are shown in Fig. 5.
The reaction times are plotted versus the period lengthp in
logarithmic scale. The different perceptual statess are indi-
cated by the different curves~solid,s51; dashed,s52; dot-
ted,s>3). The four trials with different strengths of noiseQ
are depicted in the four different figures. Noise strength
creases from the left (Q50.1) to the right figure (Q50.4).
The vertical bars again indicate the limits of 3D percepti
with sÞ0. As can be seen, the curves of the reaction tim
still show a u-shape behavior dependent from the peri
length. With increasing noise, this relation is more and m
disturbed because of the low remaining visibility of the p
terns. Therefore in the caseQ50.4, theu-shape form is no
more clearly visible. The limit of visibility for high noise
strengths can be seen in the decreasing number of recogn
3D percepts. Subject 4, for example, was only able to p
ceive 3 of the 50 patterns in the caseQ50.4. As can be seen
from Fig. 5, the general perceptual behavior of the subjec
the casesQ50.1, 0.2, 0.3 was similar to the behavior in th
case of no noise. The subject was still able to clearly d
criminate the different percepts. The perceptss51 appeared
at high values of the period length, the perceptss52 at
intermediate values and the perceptss53 at low values.

There are several drastic impacts of noise changing
properties of reaction times. As can be seen in Fig. 5,
average reaction timeŝT& and the minimum reaction time
Tmin increase with noise. This is clearly visible in Fig. 6 fo
all subjects.

In the left part of Fig. 6, the minima of the reaction time
are plotted in seconds versus the strength of noiseQ. The
case without noise is also included by using the avera
results for the four trials with the rose from Experiment
All the subjects show a clear increase in their reaction tim
In the right part, the average reaction times are plotted ve
the strength of noiseQ. Again, the general trend of increas
ing reaction times with increasing noise is visible, althou
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in some special cases noise improved perception sligh
e.g., for subjects3 from Q50 to Q50.2 or for Subject 4
from Q50 to Q50.1.

Another strong impact of noise to the reaction times
visible in the dependency of reaction times from the per
length. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the reaction time curves
shifted to higher values of period length with increasi
noise. This general shift can be clearly seen in the shift of
positions of the minima, the locations of the vertical ba
and the locations of the intersections of the parameter ran
of different perceptss. This general shift to higher values o
period lengths can be better seen in Fig. 7.

The locations of the intersection points between
curves of the different statess are plotted in pixels versus th
strength of noiseQ for all of the four subjects. Four thresh
old values for the ambiguous intersections of 3D perc
curves are calculated. This leads to four different curves:I 03

FIG. 6. Minimum reaction times and averaged reaction times
seconds, averaged over a trial versus noise strengthQ for all the
subjects. The solid curve represents subjects1, the dashed curve
subjects2, the dotted curve subjects3, and the dashed-dotted curv
subjects4.

FIG. 7. Period lengthsp of the points of ambiguous intersection
between two states in pixels versus the strength of noiseQ for the
four subjectss1, s2, s3, s4. The dashed-dotted curveI 03 represents
the transition points betweens50 ands53, the dashed curveI 32

the ambiguous cases betweens53 ands52, and the dotted curve
I 21 the transition points betweens52 ands51. All these curves
increase withQ, with the exception of the somehow unreliable 40
state of noise. The solid curveI 10, which represents the transitio
points betweens51 ands50, usually decreases with noise. But f
some cases it also increases with noise, which shows the he
role of noise for depth perception.
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~intersection betweens50 ands53), I 32 ~intersection be-
tweens53 ands52), I 21 ~intersection betweens52 and
s51), and I 10 ~intersection betweens51 and s50). The
relation

I 03<I 32<I 21<I 10 ~3!

holds by definition. The case without noise is again includ
by using the averaged results for the four trials with the ro
from Experiment 1. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the locations
the intersectionsI 03, I 32, and I 21 increase with increasing
noise for all the subjects with the exception of Subject 3
the high noise (Q50.4) case. This means that the extern
physical noise is pushing spatial perception to statess of a
higher level. Only the behavior of the curveI 10 is different.
In most of the cases, increasing noise leads to a decrea
I 10. Therefore the whole parameter range ofp for identified
3D patterns in general diminishes with increasing strength
noise, as well as the total number of perceived autoste
grams.

But obviously I 10 does not always decrease. Sometim
the curveI 10 increases with increasing noise and does
necessarily have its maximum in the case without noise. T
can be clearly seen in the results of Subject 1, which had
maximum value ofI 10 at Q50.3 and in parts of the curves o
Subjects 3 and 4. This demonstrates again that physical n
plays a helpful role in some cases and enables subjec
perceive 3D structures, which they were unable to perce
in the no-noise case.

D. Discussion

Experiment 3 shows that random noise not only dim
ishes the visibility of autostereograms. It influences and
ases the 3D perceptss and can even improve visibility in
some cases. Therefore the physical noise serves as a se
control parameter of perception. We showed in our exp
ment that increasing noise forces 3D perception to hig
perceptual statess. This driving force increases with highe
noise strengths until a maximum noise level is reached.
all the subjects at the noise level of 40 % this visibility lim
was reached, but still the driving effect of the noise is visib
The dependency between the control parameters of n
strengthQ and period lengthp can be used to demonstra
the effect of stochastic resonance in 3D perception.

VI. EXPERIMENT 4: STOCHASTIC RESONANCE

A. Motivation

The recently found effect of stochastic resonance@10–14#
can be studied in a visual experiment with autostereogra
Previous experiments with noise enhanced visual percep
in humans are discussed in@15–17#. Noise enhanced percep
tion in an animal~in the form of an electrical sense! is dis-
cussed in@18#. Dynamical systems show the behavior of st
chastic resonance with the following special ingredients:

~i! An external periodic force has to be present with
certain frequency and amplitude. This amplitude is less t
a critical value, which would enforce the whole dynamic
system to oscillate. This means that the external perio
force is not strong enough to lead the system to oscillatio
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~ii ! Additive noise with a certain strength has to
present. This noise has very different impacts on the dyna
cal system, which depend on the size of its strength.
small strengths of noise there is no big impact to the syst
which still remains stable. With increasing values of fluctu
tions, the system becomes more and more unstable. I
intermediate range of noise strength, the effect of stocha
resonance occurs: the system oscillates at a special frequ
connected to the external periodic force. This means that
disordered fluctuations are the reason for an ordered osc
ing state. With higher strengths of noise, this ordered s
created by noise is destroyed by itself again. Can these
fects be seen in autostereograms? Is stochastic resona
feature of the dynamics of depth perception? We will sh
that our experiment is a very good test for these question
appropriate assignments of the experimental design
made.

B. Methods and procedure

The experimental setup is an extension of Experimen
but it includes noise. The multistable dynamical system s
posed to show the stochastic resonance is the perceptua
tem of the subjects with the perceptss(t). The external driv-
ing force is represented by an oscillation of the period len
p with a certain frequencyv0 and a very small amplitudeA.
The parameter range of these oscillations was chosen in
given range of ambiguity between the stereoscopic stats
51 ands52, which were determined in Experiments 1 a
2. The average of the oscillations of the period lengths o
time is set to the value of the ambiguous intersectionI 21 for
each subject individually. The fluctuations, which are cruc
for the stochastic resonance effect, are represented by ch
ing noise added to the picture.

For this experiment only the two most skilled subjec
were selected. The 3D rose stimulus was presented in
trials to the subjects. The ambiguous period lengthsI 21 were
selected for both of the subjects individually (s1, I 21
545 pixels;s2, I 21530 pixels), as well as the amplitudes
the oscillations of the period lengths. The amplitudes w
chosen asA530 pixels for Subjects1 andA520 pixels for
Subjects2, which was small enough not to enforce pha
transitions ofs. In eight cycles with the resolution of 2
different period lengths per half cycle the autostereogr
was continuously shown to the subjects. In each of the
trials a different average strength of noise—which stands
the inverse visibility of the pattern—was added to the a
tostereogram. In order to establish fluctuations into the s
tem, the control parameter of visibility has to be nois
Therefore in the five trials, autostereograms with aver
visibilities ^Q&50, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 were presented w
noise on the visibilities of the strengthq50, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
and 0.4. The subjects had to report every change of t
perception by clicking a mouse button (s51, left; s52,
middle;s>3, right button!. Additional oral reports were nec
essary with increasing total strength of the noise in orde
discriminate higher statess.3 of depth perception. For a
higher noise level the higher perceptual states became m
dominant again as was already seen in the experiment be

C. Results

The temporal evolution of the time series of the sta
s(t) was calculated for each trial. In the first trial witho
i-
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noise, both of the subjects only saw one stable perceps
51 over all the time. The frequency of changes increa
remarkably in the following trials. At a medium range o
noise~20–30 %! oscillations with the same frequency as t
weak external oscillation of the period length occurred. W
higher noise~40 %!, the average visibility was very weak
The perceptual statess increased and the transitions appear
in a more random way. This behavior can be clearly see
Fig. 8, which shows the spectra of the time series of
perceptual statess(t) for the different trials of the two sub
jects.

The intensitiesI ( f ) of the Fourier components of th
time seriess(t) are plotted versus frequencyf. The frequen-
cies are normalized to the external driving frequency. T
curves of the first trial are too small to be visible due to t
constant states51 during the whole session. As can be se
the intensities have a peak at the frequency of the weak
ternal force (f 51). The peak with the highest intensity an
smallest width appears for the solid curve with intermedi
noise level~30 %!. This is a clear signature for the presen
of stochastic resonance in the visual stereoscopic system

This behavior becomes more visible in Fig. 9. For both
the subjects, a coefficient for the signal to noise ratioR of the
different trials is calculated and plotted versus noiseq. R can
be defined as a quality factor@19,20# by

R5vp

h

w
. ~4!

Therebyh is the maximum peak height of the spectrum,w is
the width of this peak defined at the height of (h/Ae), and
vp is the frequency of the resonance peak. The smaller
relative width of the peak and the higher the peak, the m
coherent is the oscillation of the perception. As can be se
the maximum ofR is located at an intermediate noise ofQ
50.3 for both of the subjects.

FIG. 8. Power spectrum of the curves of 3D perceptions(t) for
different noise levels: 10–40% for the subjectss1 ands2 vs fre-
quency. The frequency is normalized to the external force with
frequencyv0 . The coding of the curves is as follows: dash-dott
curve, 10% noise; dashed, 20%; solid, 30%; dotted, 40% noise
peak of stochastic resonance can be seen for both subjects a
intermediate noise level of 30%.
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VII. DISCUSSION

Autostereograms supply human depth perception wit
new degree of freedom. Different three-dimensional perc
tions can be seen in well-defined different levels of dep
Our visual system can choose from a variety of differe
alternatives, which is a general characteristic because st
lus patterns are always ambiguous and allow for two or m
perceptual interpretations@21#. As can be seen in Experi
ments 1 and 2, the easiest stable states51 which is the state
closest behind the screen, is usually perceived. But this is
always the case. For small period lengthsp, all of the sub-
jects reported higher spatial statess>2 with a remarkable
hysteresis effect. This leads us to the assumption that
perception instead looks for a comfortable viewing distan
with a comfortable vergence angle.

As we showed in Experiment 3, the perceptual behav
drastically changed as soon as statistical noise was in
duced to the patterns. The added random noise release
perception of the subjects into spatial states with a highes.
The key to this behavior is buried in the periodicity of th
patterns of autostereograms. In the state of spatial percep
(s.0), the pixels in a certain horizontal distanceD5ps are
stereoscopically fused by assigning them perceptually
each other. This process becomes more difficult if the pat
is disturbed by a random noise of the strengthQ.

In our experiments, we used only black and white pixe
A noise of the strengthQ means in this case an actual noi
strength of (Q/2) on the screen, because half of the pixels
average had the same black/white state as the additional
dom mask. What happens if the autostereogram is ste
scopically fused (s.0)? Increasing perceptual statess
51,2, . . . ,smax lead to increasing assignment distancesD
5sp. The maximum assignment distanceDmax for stereo-
scopic vision is limited by two conditions:

~i! The viewing anglefmin is limited by the fusion limit.
In the extreme casefmin50, Eq. ~1! leads toDmax5de.

~ii ! D has to be equal or smaller than half of the to
width b of the autostereogram, which leads toDmax5(b/2).

Stereoscopic perception is induced by assigning the
ments of the repetitive patterns to each other. Dependen
the size ofD, the numbern of repetitions of the periodic
patterns change:

FIG. 9. Signal to noise ratioR as defined in the text vs noise fo
the subjectss1 and s2. A clear maximum in the trial with 30%
noise is visible for both subjects.
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Each of thisD different horizontally assigned pixel chain
with lengthn is expected to be useless or at least diminish
in its use for depth perception as soon as it contains a n
element. Under this hypothesis, that already one pertur
pixel in a horizontal chain of the lengthn is enough to de-
stroy the stereoscopic fusion of the whole chain, it is obvio
that the perceptual states with highD5sp and small chain
lengthsn appear less disturbed. Therefore the driving for
of the noise strengthQ in favor of higher perceptual statess
can be understood. Noise brings the perceptss into a new
order of viewing comfort. The higher the percepts, the
sharper and less noisy appears the visibility of the 3D
jects. Therefore the perception changes to higher perceps.

This behavior can be described as a generalization of
Pulling effect, which is well known in the case of rando
dot patterns@4,22#. It was shown by Julesz and Chang@23#
that the perception of depth can be changed by an additi
mask with a different multiple period length. This mask a
peared as noise in the former 3D state but vanished in
new deeper state. One difference of this pulling effect
noise in random dot pictures is that in our case the no
mask has no more periodicity at all. Therefore no stable p
ception with undisturbed visibility is possible for deep
statess either. Another difference and generalization of t
Pulling effect between two states is the large cascade of
tially distinct states of depths in our experiment.

We showed that noise is not only destructive. If there i
high perceptual pressure of noise, the eyes get inventive
are able to fuse higher period lengthsp than they are without
noise.

Noise has the function of destabilizing former stab
states of perception. This function can be very helpful
some cases. For example, noise helps to outrun the st
hysteresis of spatial vision and makes the system more fl
ible. We showed this behavior by the detection of the pro
erty of stochastic resonance in the system. Because of
teresis, small fluctuations do not affect the subjec
perception very much; therefore the perceptual state rem
stable. But in an intermediate range of noise, the hyster
was remarkably diminished and the perception of the s
jects oscillated coherent to the oscillation frequency of
period lengthsp between different perceptual statess. Larger
amounts of the noise strengths destroyed the coherenc
the oscillations of perception.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In our experiments we demonstrated the widespread
pacts of two parameters on the stereoscopic perceptio
autostereograms: the period lengthp and the strength of ad
ditional noiseQ. We showed that 3D perception can be i
fluenced by both of the parameters and impressive ph
transitions between different percepts take place. We sho
the influence of memory by demonstrating the remarka
hysteresis effect. We showed that physical noise on an
tostereogram not only diminishes the 3D visibility. In som
cases noise was able to play a helpful role. This was dem
strated by the effect of stochastic resonance and by an
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provement in reaction times and in the number of percei
test patterns in some cases. We also showed that phy
noise is relative in spatial perception of autostereograms.
pendent on the individual percepts, the visibility of the pat-
terns changed.

These alternative findings have to be compared with
predictions of already existing models of autostereogram
sion @7# based on the synergetic computer@24,25#. The ex-
perimental results of the different properties of the control
ambiguity of autostereograms have to be connected to m
els of stereoscopic vision. With special parameter values
in the threshold curves in Fig. 7, for a well balanced am
guity between different spatial statess.0, oscillations of
perception between these states may occur. The highe
noise level, the less resistance of the hysteresis to the o
lations may be expected. This should lead to a higher os
ol.
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lation frequency. The impact of stereoscopic vision on
properties of the multistability of perception has to be stu
ied in full detail; for example, the impacts of the high hy
teresis effect and noise on the speed of the perceptual o
lations. This will lead to a generalization of the synerge
model of depth perception in combination with the oscilla
ing properties of a model of ambiguous pictures@26#.
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